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Natural Type Selection in Adaptive Lossy
Compression
Ram Zamir, Senior Member, IEEE, and Kenneth Rose, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Consider approximate (lossy) matching of a source
, with a random codebook generated from reproducstring
tion distribution , at a specified distortion . Recent work determined the minimum coding rate 1 = (
) for this
setting. We observe that for large word length and with high probability, the matching codeword is typical with a distribution 1
which is different from . If a new random codebook is generated
1 , then the source string will favor codewords which are typical with a new distribution 2 , resulting in minimum coding rate
2= (
1 ), and so on. We show that the sequences of distributions 1
2 . . . and rates 1
2 . . ., generated by this
procedure, converge to an optimum reproduction distribution
,
and the rate-distortion function (
), respectively. We also derive a fixed rate-distortion slope version of this natural type selection process. In the latter case, an iteration of the process stochastically simulates an iteration of the Blahut–Arimoto (BA) algorithm
for rate-distortion function computation (without recourse to prior
knowledge of the underlying source distribution). To strengthen
these limit statements, we also characterize the steady-state error
of these procedures when iterating at a finite string length. Implications of the main results provide fresh insights into the workings
of lossy variants of the Lempel–Ziv algorithm for adaptive compression.
Index Terms—Adaptive compression, alternating optimization, approximate string matching, Blahut–Arimoto algorithm,
Lempel–Ziv coding, rate-distortion, typical sequences, universal
coding.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

ODEBOOK adaptation, based on the frequency of codeword use, plays a central role in many universal sourcecoding algorithms. Prominent examples in the information-theoretic literature include the Lempel–Ziv 78 (LZ78) algorithm
for lossless coding [26] and, more recently, the gold–washing
algorithm for lossy coding [24].
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The lossless case was thoroughly investigated over the past
two decades, and is now relatively well understood [26], [17].
LZ78 grows a tree, while observing the incoming source strings,
in a way that ensures that, asymptotically, most codewords are
typical sequences for the source. In Wyner and Ziv’s “database”
interpretation of string matching [17] (derived to explain the
workings of the LZ77 variant), long source strings are encoded
by specifying a pointer to a matching string in the database.
This provides another angle on how the asymptotic optimality
hinges on the same fundamental phenomenon, as the database,
assuming it is generated by the same source (or by an independent copy of it), contains mostly typical strings.
We see that in lossless coding, although the source statistics
may be unknown, the source history provides us with good “examples” that can serve as useful codewords. The situation in
lossy coding, however, is fundamentally different, as good codewords are not necessarily statistically equivalent, or even similar
to the source. Thus, the expected role of codebook adaptation in
the lossy coding case is not that of matching the source statistics but, more generally, that of “type selection.” In other words,
instead of emulating the source statistics, we seek the optimal
reproduction type for this source. In light of the spontaneous
way in which good codewords are selected in the Lempel–Ziv
(LZ) algorithm, we ask ourselves whether a mechanism of natural type selection also exists in the framework of lossy source
coding.
Recall the structure of the random code that achieves the
entropy and the rate-distortion function in lossless and lossy
be a discrete memorycoding, respectively. Let
less source of letters from , generated by a distribution
. By Shannon’s first coding theorem, if we genindependent codewords
erate a codebook of
of length from the source, where

is the source entropy in natural units, then the probability that
is in the codebook goes to
some independent -string
as goes to infinity. (Note that logarithms are base throughout
this paper.)
For lossy coding, we assume a reproduction alphabet and a
such that the distortion
distortion measure
incurred by reproducing source string by codeword is given
. We assume that , , and
by
are finite and, for technical convenience, that
for every
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there exists some

such that
(1)
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(see [2]). We say that “ -matches” , or that a “ -match” event
occurred if

The rate-distortion function of the source

is defined as
(2)

where
to , and where

denotes a transition distribution from

denotes the mutual information, and

denotes the average distortion induced by the joint distribution
[2]. The minimum in (2) exists and
is finite (although not necessarily unique) by the continuity and
finiteness of over the compact, nonempty set
Let
be a minimizing transition distribu. By marginalizing the joint distion, i.e.,
, we obtain an optimal reproduction distribution
tribution
(3)
Shannon’s lossy coding theorem states that if we draw a codeindependent codewords of length
book of
from
with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
symbol distribution , then the probability that an independent
source -string, , finds a -matching codeword in the code[5].
book approaches as
was
Suppose, however, that a different distribution
used to generate the codebook. We denote the minimum coding
. In other words, to guarantee
rate in this case
a -match with probability approaching , we need to draw
codewords. Clearly,

The function
is given in Theorem 2 of the next section and, in fact, appeared in several recent papers in the area
of lossy string matching [16], [9], [12], [22], [18], [8]. From the
above, it is clear that, in order to achieve optimum lossy com(see [15] for
pression, the codewords’ type must approach
a similar condition in channel coding). In the case of unknown
source statistics, it is desirable to develop an adaptive mechanism which naturally selects codewords whose type approaches
. The question of whether such a mechanism exists motivated
this work.
The main results of this paper (Theorems 5 and 6) show
the existence of a natural type selection mechanism for lossy
string matching. More specifically, we show that for large
and with high probability, the first codeword in a codebook
, that -match a source string
, is typical
generated
which emerges from
with the “favorite” type
. We
the optimization operation that determines
,
where
consider the sequence of types

, which is effectively generated by a
procedure that repeatedly alternates between -matching, and
codebook regeneration using the most likely -matching type.
“delivers better rate” than
in the sense that
The type
In Theorem 5, it is shown that, in fact,
and
(4)
. Interestingly, this procedure simulates the iteras
ations of a fixed-distortion variant of the Blahut algorithm,
or Blahut–Arimoto (BA) algorithm [1], [3], as it iteratively
as
computes the rate-distortion function starting with
reproduction distribution. The proof of convergence of
and
in (4) builds on the alternating minimization
approach of Csiszár and Tusnády [6], [7].
The above result still has a significant weakness due to its
in (4) presumes that
order of limits. The convergence as
is large. In other words, the limit in is taken before the limit
in . In practice, however, one is interested in the reversed order
of limits and in the asymptotic behavior for finite word length.
This shortcoming is eliminated by Theorem 6 that shows that
convergence is ensured when the order of limits is reversed (if
is unique), and quantifies the “steady-state error” for finite
word length.
The basic tools for our analysis, namely, the rate function
and the favorite type
, are derived in
Sections II and III, respectively, in Theorems 1–4. (Further discussion of their properties and usefulness is relegated to an appendix.) These sections also provide “fixed-slope” versions of
these quantities, corresponding to coding for minimum rate-distortion Lagrangian (Theorem 3). The evolution of types by alternating -matching and code regeneration is presented in Section
IV, where the convergence results (Theorems 5 and 6) are stated.
In Section V, the relation to the Blahut algorithm is shown, and
proofs are provided for Theorems 5 and 6.
A preliminary version of our results appeared in [22] and
[23]. Theorem 1, on the conditional -match event and the lower
mutual information, was proved by Zhang, Yang, and Wei in
[25] in the context of redundancy analysis. Yang and Kieffer
[18] proved a version of Theorem 2, regarding the rate function
in the more general database string-matching setting, possibly with memory in the database. The main results
in this work build on, and are inspired by the intuition obtained
from the simpler derivation in [22] and [23]. Other related work
in the literature, in particular [9], [11], [12], and [10], will be
discussed in later sections in the context of the corresponding
results. Relations with the gold-washing algorithm of Zhang and
Wei [24], as well as possible generalizations and implications of
our result on adaptive/universal lossy compression will be discussed in further detail in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES: LOSSY COMPRESSION WITH
MISMATCHED RANDOM CODEBOOK

A

This section formulates the problem of lossy source
coding with a random codebook of an arbitrary (typically
“mismatched”) generating distribution, and reviews results
concerning the expected encoding performance. Both fixed-distortion and “fixed-slope” settings will be considered.
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Let distribution
be used to randomly
.
generate infinitely many codewords of length :
Specifically, each symbol in each codeword is drawn independently from according to distribution . To avoid resolvable
but unnecessary complications, we will usually assume that
is strictly positive, i.e.,
. Let denote a
given source string of letters from having type (empirical
(see, e.g., [5]). For some fixed-distortion level
distribution)
, we consider the “ -match” event
where
-matches source string , and where satisfies
codeword
(1). Since all symbols in all codewords are generated i.i.d., the
probability of -match depends on only through its type .
denote the index of the first codeword
Let random variable
in the codebook that -matches , i.e.,
for

and

(5)
If an independent random source string is generated i.i.d. ac, then it can be shown, using
cording to
the technique of the conventional forward coding theorem (e.g.,
[5, Sec. 13.6]), that the normalized logarithm of the random
converges to a constant
in probability.
variable
Not surprisingly, the same constant appears as the limit of the
“ -match exponent.” See [18] and Theorem 2 below for the pre. Thus, for long
cise statement, and specification of
represents the exact rate in nats per source
words,
symbol required to encode a source string by specifying the
index of a -matching codeword in the random codebook.
A. Coding Rate at a Fixed Distortion
Let us consider first the conditional probability that codeword
-matches string , given that
is of type
. We
denotes the
follow the convention of [5, Sec. 12.1] where
set of all possible types (empirical distributions) of words in ,
, the “type class” of , denotes the set of words in
and
having type . In order to characterize this probability, we
use the quantity “lower mutual information” [25] (or “minimum
mutual information with constrained output ” [22], [23]), defined as

if

is not empty
(6)

otherwise
denotes the set of all transition distributions
where
from to such that input distribution induces distribution
on the output, and an expected distortion which is at most

By the convexity of the closed set
and the finiteness and
continuity of , the minimum in (6) exists whenever
is not empty. The following theorem [25], gives an asymptotic
characterization of the conditional -match probability.
Theorem 1 (Conditional -Match Exponent, Zhang, Yang and
, and let codeWei [25]): Let source string be of type

word
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be drawn i.i.d.

. For any type

such that

(7)
where

as

uniformly in

,

, and .

We note in passing that we have another proof of (7) that
builds on Sanov’s theorem and is closer in spirit to the main
results of this paper. However, it is not reproduced here for
conciseness and we rely instead on the proof in [25]. In [22]
as the rate of a “pure type” (or
and [23] we introduced
and
a fixed decomposition) codebook. From (2), for fixed
,
is minimized by the optimum reproduction distribution
that realizes the rate-distortion function, i.e.,

The probability that a codeword generated according to disis determined by the divertribution will be of type
gence via
(8)
as
uniformly in (e.g., [5]). By taking
where
the expectation of the conditional -match probability (7) over
the type probabilities (8), and using the fact that the cardinality
grows polynomially with , it is easy
(number of types)
to obtain an asymptotic characterization of the unconditional
-match probability for any source string

(9)
The next theorem [18] states this result formally, and relates
for a random source
it to the coding rate
was defined in (5). Note that as the -match
string , where
probability of (9) depends on the source string (in fact, on ),
the -match probability of a given random string is a random
variable whose asymptotic behavior is given by the following
theorem.
Theorem 2 (Mismatched Coding Rate, Yang and Kieffer
is drawn i.i.d.
and codewords
[18]): If a source string
are drawn i.i.d.
, where
is strictly positive, i.e.,
, then
and
a)
b)
in probability, as the word length
, where
(10)
Note that for strictly positive
is finite for some
for
), and since

,

is finite, since
(e.g., it is equal to
is finite for all . The
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minimum in (10) exists since the minimization set (the simplex)
is compact, and we show below that it is unique.
in [18] is slightly difNote that the formula for
ferent from (10), as discussed below. In [22] and [23], (10) was
derived as a special case of a general formula for the coding rate
(see Appendix
of a random code with “type spectrum”
B). Other characterizations of the performance of mismatched
codes and waiting times in string matching appeared in [9], [11],
[12], and [8].
The expression (10) contains a double minimization over
(implicit in the definition of
) and over . It is possible to
convert it into the single minimization

(11)
(12)
where

its applicability to bounds by giving a simple proof for the Steinberg–Gutman theorem [16] which states that
.
B. Fixed Rate–Distortion (R-D) Slope Coding (Minimum R–D
Lagrangian)
The following “ -matching” variant corresponds to lossy
source coding with a fixed slope [5, Sec. 13.8] and [20]. Fix the
. Instead of looking for the first
R-D Lagrange parameter
, we search for the index
codeword that satisfies
that minimizes the weighted sum

As shown later in Theorem 3, the term
plays the role of
“rate,” that is, the number of nats per source symbol required to
specify the minimizing codeword. Let the random variable
denote the index of this codeword. By setting
we see that
, where
the minimum weighted sum is upper-bounded by
, and consequently,
never
.
exceeds
Theorem 3 (Fixed-Slope Matching): As

denotes the output ( -marginal) distribution of
. The formulation of (11) was used in [18] to express the waiting time
exponent in approximate string matching. The concise form of
(12) follows since for

and
in probability, where

, and
(15)

(13)
exist.1 Since (12) is a
Other useful formulations of
minimization of a strictly convex function (divergence) over a
is unique
convex set, the minimizing joint distribution
(see [5, eq. (12.152)]). Hence, the
whenever
-marginal of this joint distribution is the unique minimizer of
, and not surprisingly, the
(10). As was the case for
over results in the rate-distortion
minimization of
function, i.e.,
(14)
in (10) provides useful insight into
The form of
the -matching mechanism, as discussed in Section III and in
via the rela[21]. It also leads to upper bounds on
(which is obtained by substition
in (10)). Appendix A retuting the possibly suboptimal
, and demonstrates
views properties of the function
1An interesting alternative form of R(P; Q; d) appeared in [18]. It states
R(P; Q; d) = min D(U ; Y jX ), where the minimization is over all U jointly
distributed with X  P such that E(X; U )  d, and where D (U ; Y jX )
denotes the conditional divergence between the random variables U and Y given
X , where Y  Q is independent of X .

The proof is given in Appendix C. The minimum in (15) exists
is a strictly convex function
and is unique since
is a point on
of (see Appendix A). It follows that
curve whose slope is
(if the first derivative
the
lies in the discontinuity
is discontinuous at this point than
interval). Clearly, by varying we obtain the entire curve.
III. THE TYPICAL -MATCHING CODEWORD
The form of
in (10) gives rise to a useful inter,
pretation of the -matching mechanism. Assume that
i.e., is not an optimum reproduction distribution achieving the
R-D function (3), and let
(16)
in
denote a reproduction distribution that achieves
exists and
(10). As shown in the previous section,
, and it can be expressed
is unique whenever
, where
as the output ( -marginal) distribution of
(17)
. HowMost of the codewords in the codebook are of type
ever, a type codeword will only -match very unlikely source
strings. More specifically, the probability that a source word will
fall into the “ -ball”
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covered by a codeword of type is
,
which is very low except when is nearly optimal. The most
,
efficient codewords in this respect are those having type
as their -ball probability is
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is equivalent to
(note that since
the latter’s arguments are the induced types, it is not an expectation but the exact empirical matching distortion of the strings),
identity (19) implies that
(21)

for any
. But these codewords are very rare. Their
. The
frequency in the codebook is only
minimize the exponent sum in (16), and
types near
thus strike the optimal balance between the type’s coding efficiency and its frequency of occurrence in the codebook. Consequently, the -matching codeword typically belongs to one of
these “good” types.
To put this intuitive interpretation on more concrete grounds,
we will show that, indeed, for large , the -matching mechanism favors codewords whose type is close to the optimizing dis. Let
denote the (random) type of the
tribution
. (For completeness, if no match
first -matching codeword
arbitrarily; we will see shortly that a match
occurred define
occurs with probability one.) Theorem 4 below states that the
collapses asymptotically on
.
distribution of
Theorem 4 (“Favorite Type”): If

is strictly positive, then

as
in prob
As shown above, if is strictly positive (i.e.,
),
is finite, implying that
exists
then
and is unique. With a slight modification of the proof it can be
shown that the theorem holds under the weaker condition that
is finite.
Proof: Let be an arbitrary source -string. Given that
is strictly positive, and from (1), it follows that the probability
is positive. Further, as the
of the -match event
codewords are independently generated, we have a sequence of
independent matching trials with positive matching probability
and hence the -match event occurs with probability one
(18)
The independent generation of codewords also implies that the
,
conditional distribution of the first -matching codeword
, is equal to the conditional
given the fixed source string
, given that
distribution of any codeword
(19)
It is worthwhile to note that the above is valid only for a fixed
known source string. A random source string (which is drawn
once) introduces dependence between the matching trials.
Since the symbols in each codeword are i.i.d. and the distortion measure is additive, the distributions in (19) depend only
on the types. Specifically, let and be sets of distributions
on and , respectively, and define

(20)
and
denote the types of
where
denotes the conditional type induced by

and

, and
. Then, since

falls inside

We may, therefore, compute the probability that
the set as

(22)
denotes the set of all types of -strings, and
where
denotes expectation.
The key idea behind Theorem 4 is that (20) satisfies a “conditional limit theorem” [5, Sec. 12.6]. Roughly, the conditional
limit theorem implies that, conditioned on the event that the joint
belongs to a convex set of distributions , the
type of
converges in probability to the distribution
joint type of

as
; see [5, eq. (12.170)]. We cannot apply the conditional limit theorem directly, since we want to condition on the
is close to , which is, quite surprisevent that the type of
.
ingly, an atypical event when conditioned on
To overcome this obstacle, we use a modified version of the
conditional limit theorem, proved in Appendix E, in which the
changes with . Let the sequence
be such
set
and
. Then, conditioned on the event
that
, the type of converges to
in probability as
. Using definition (20), this
implies that for any open set
if

(23)

if

, where denotes the closure of .
.
Equipped with (23) we now return to the distribution of
, we have by the strong law of large numbers
Since is i.i.d.
as

almost surely, as
Applying (23) with

(24)

, and combining with (23), we have
if
if

almost surely

(25)
. Since
is bounded between zero and one, almost
as
sure convergence implies convergence in expectation, which by
(22) implies
if
if

as
(26)

The theorem now follows since we may take the set
as we want.

as small

Remark: It is worth noting that the source word and the
codeword have different roles in the above analysis: with
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high probability, the -matching event occurs with a typical
) but with an atypical codeword (of
source word (of type
). This is due to the asymmetry in the
type
are drawn
probabilistic setting itself: many codewords
.
to -match a single source word
Theorem 4 implies that by repeated -matching of long
enough source strings, one can identify the “favorite types.”
For future use, we need a convergence result for a nonrandom
representative type. To this end, define the average favorite
, i.e.,
type as the expected value of
(27)
and are memoryless and the distortion measure is
Since
is uniformly distributed
additive, the -matching codeword
. Thus,
is also the marover the type class of
, e.g.,
ginal distribution of each component of
(28)
where

denotes the first component of

.

Corollary 1:
as
Proof: In view of (27), the corollary amounts to converto
. Since
is
gence in expectation of
bounded between zero and one, this follows from convergence
in probability, as given by Theorem 4.
Appendix F further shows that the convergence in Corollary
1 is uniform over all ’s which are bounded away from zero.
Similar results are obtained for string matching to minimize
be the desired
the R-D Lagrangian (see Section II-B). Let
slope, and define
(29)
is as defined in (15). Then, it follows
where
from Theorems 3 and 4 that as
in prob
where

denotes the random type of

.

IV. TYPE EVOLUTION BY ALTERNATING -MATCHING AND
CODE REGENERATION
As explained in the previous section, for large , the average
is close to a distrifavorite type in the codebook
which is more efficient for coding than
bution
, the codebook-generating distribution—although it is not as
, the rate-distortion function achieving distribuefficient as
tion. This motivates the following iterative procedure. Starting
with an arbitrary initial generating distribution , at each iteration the average favorite type in the codebook is identified and
generates a new codebook. This recursion results in a sequence
of codebook distributions
(30)
where

is given in (28) or (27).

As the word length goes to infinity, the sequence
approaches the sequence of distributions defined by the recursion
(31)
is defined in (16). Note that
achieves
in the minimization of (10).
Recursion (31) corresponds to matching with fixed distortion.
For the fixed slope variant of the coding scheme we have, as
, the recursion

where

(32)
is defined in (29). In this recursion, both the rate and
where
the distortion vary with according to
and

(33)

is defined in (15).
where the function
As shown in the next section, the sequences of distributions
and associated coding rates
and disof the fixed-slope recursion (32), (33), cotortions
incide with the sequence of tentative reproduction distributions
and associated rates and distortions, respectively, in the iterations of the BA algorithm [1], [3], [6], [4] as it computes the
rate-distortion function of the source starting from an initial dis. Recursion (31), which corresponds to iterations
tribution
with fixed distortion , can be viewed as a stochastic simulation
of the alternating minimization procedure of Csiszár and Tusnády [7] which computes the constrained double minimization
(over
and ), and hence leads to the
of
rate-distortion function at distortion level . This observation
leads to the next theorem.
):
Theorem 5 (Natural Type Selection for
, the fixeda) For any strictly positive initial distribution
distortion recursion (31) satisfies as

(34)
is a reproduction distribution that achieves the ratewhere
. (If
of (3) is not unique then
distortion bound
depends on
.) Moreover, the sequence
is
monotonic nonincreasing.
b) The fixed-slope recursion (32), (33) follows the steps of
on the
the BA algorithm and converges to a point of slope
rate-distortion function as well as to a corresponding optimal
,
, and
reproduction distribution, i.e.,
, where minimizes
and
achieves
(if these minimizers are not unique then
and
depend on
).
The proof of Theorem 5 is given in the next section. An interesting consequence of Theorem 5 is that only an optimum reis a “stable” codebook distribution.
production distribution
Theorem 5 may be viewed as a double limit, where the word
length goes to infinity first, and then the number of iterations of
codebook regeneration is taken to infinity, i.e.,
(35)
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However, the reverse order of limits is desirable for practical
considerations, as it implies that we can approximate the optimum recursion by matching with a finite word length. The next
theorem states this stronger claim under a slightly more restrictive condition.
Theorem 6 (Natural Type Selection for Finite ): Suppose
of (3) is unique, and that the initial distrithat
is strictly positive. Furthermore, assume that the sebution
of (31) (corresponding to
) which starts from
quence
is bounded away from zero, i.e.,
for all and
for some positive
. (In particular,
and
are lower-bounded by
.) Then the sequence of
codebooks in recursion (30) arbitrarily well approximates, for
large enough , the optimum codebook for compression with
distortion , i.e.,
(36)
.

and hence

The proof is given in the next section. We believe that the
even if
is not
theorem holds for some optimum
. Note that even
unique, and even without boundedness of
though for some fixed and poorly chosen initial distribution
the condition
may be violated for a few ’s,
the problem can be resolved by enforcing the condition on the
procedure update steps. It can be shown that the convergence
property of the BA is unaffected by such a modification of the
update rule.
A similar statement holds with respect to matching with a
fixed slope. We leave for future work the investigation of a stochastic version of the type selection recursion, where the generating distribution for the next codebook is determined by the
(random) type of the -matching codeword, i.e.,

where

is obtained by matching with a codebook

V. A STRING-MATCHING INTERPRETATION
ALGORITHM

OF THE

.
BA

Theorem 5 above follows from the analogy between the iterations of string matching/codebook regeneration and the BA
algorithm, as the length of the string goes to infinity. We first re, [19], paralleling the
call a parametric solution for
parametric representation of the R-D function [2], [3], [6].
Proposition 1 (Parametric Form—Yang and Zhang [19]: For
as a function of is given parametfixed and ,
, by
rically in terms of the parameter

(37)
where the transition distribution

The pair
is the point of slope
versus- curve, as given in (15).
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on the

-

above is the miniIt follows that at distortion level ,
mizing transition distribution in (11), (12), and (17), while the
“favorite” reproduction distribution in the codebook for large
(16), (29) is given by

(39)
Substituting in (10), we can rewrite

above as

Let us compare the above with the BA algorithm [3, Theo, then
rem 6]. It is easy to see that if
is equal to the output distribution obtained after one iteration of
BA for slope parameter and initial distribution . Thus, in our
terms, the BA algorithm can be written recursively as

(40)
and
coinciding with the recursion defining
(33). We are now ready to prove Theorem 5.

in (32) and

Proof of Theorem 5: We start with the second part of the
theorem, i.e., with the fixed-slope recursion. This part follows
directly from the convergence of the BA algorithm. Specifically,
as shown by Csiszár [6, eq. (12) and Theorem 1], recursion
and
, where
minimizes
(40) satisfies
, and
achieves
. (To compare with
and
, and note that
[6] make the substitutions
, where
is the
of (38) aswe also have
, and where
, and
sociated with
is the optimum transition distribution (3). See
also [4].)
We now turn to the fixed distortion recursion. The convergence in the first part of Theorem 5 follows from the
Csiszár–Tusnády theorem [7] for general alternating minimization procedures. By (12) and (14), we can write the R-D
function as the double minimization
(41)
It is easy to verify that the sets of joint distributions
any
and
are convex. Moreover,
, the output distribution
which minimizes
for fixed
is the -marginal of
; while for
which minimizes
fixed , the conditional distribution
under the distortion constraint induces
. Thus, the recursion of (31) defines a
an output
sequence

is given by
(38)

of alternating minimization between the above convex sets,
where distance is measured by the divergence. See Fig. 1(a). By
[7, Theorem 3], the sequences of divergences and distributions
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maximum of

over all
. We show below that

such that
(42)

as
. By the uniqueness of , it follows
where
is strictly convex in
near , thus,
that
as
, and the theorem follows.
denote
We establish (42) by a sequence of lemmas. Let
at the th step. The
the “ideal projection”
first lemma corresponds to the basic ingredient of Csiszar and
Tusnady’s proof [7] regarding a single “noiseless” iteration.
Lemma 1:

(a)

Proof: To simplify notations, let
,
,
,
, and
, where
is defined in (17); see
Fig. 1(b). Thus

and
Since

minimizes
over
over , it follows that

, and

minimizes

are two steps of alternating projections between and , where
and denote the minimization sets in (41). The step
and the “Pythagorean” theorem for divergence [5, Theorem
12.6.1] (called also “the three points property” [7, Lemma 3])
imply
(b)
Fig. 1. Alternating projections between convex sets. (a) Ideal case
corresponding to `
. (b) “Noisy projections” corresponding to finite `.

The step
3] imply

converge to the minimum divergence, i.e., to
, and to
, respectively.
an optimal reproduction distribution

Combining these two we have

Consider Fig. 1(b), which shows what happens to the
geometric picture of Fig. 1(a) when is finite. We see that
is now shifted
each projection
with respect to the “ideal projection”
within a radius
, where
as
. The desired result
follows from the fact that for a finite “projection error” the
sequence of projections enters eventually an neighborhood of
, such that
implies
. This process is very
similar to the behavior of the Least Mean Square Algorithm
for adaptive filtering, which is a “noisy version” of the gradient
descent method, or more generally, the behavior of a noisy
tracking loop which passes from an “acquisition phase” to a
“locked phase.”

(43)
The lemma now follows by observing that the right-hand side
of (43) can be written explicitly as

=1

Proof of Theorem 6: The proof modifies the derivation in
de[6], [4], and [7] to “noisy iterations.” Let
note the optimum reproduction distribution (3), assumed here
denote a corresponding
to be unique, and let
, as the
optimum transition distribution. Define , for

and the “four points property” [7, Lemma

since

.

Since is finite but large, the average favorite type
in divergence sense as
.
roughly as close to

is

is bounded away from zero, i.e.,

Lemma 2: If
, then

where
as
for any
.
Proof: Corollary 1 and Appendix F imply that
as
uniformly whenever
is bounded
away from zero. Lemma 6 in Appendix D then implies that
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as

uniformly, as

desired.
To justify a lower bound on
we use the closeness of
to
in the divergence sense, and the strict positiveness
assumed in the theorem.
of
, then
Lemma 3: If
where
is the bound on the sequence
in
Theorem 6.
distance [5,
Proof: By the divergence bound on
Lemma 16.3.1]

The lemma now follows since
sumption of the theorem.

by the as-

To further simplify notations, let
,
, and
. Note
, , and
are nonnegative quantities. Using this nothat
, Lemma 2 becomes
tation Lemma 1 becomes
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below. These two facts imply that
enters the -neighboriterations. Thus, (42) and Theorem 6 follow by
hood after
combining Lemma 5 and Corollary 2.
as
for any , where
Lemma 5:
defined in (31).
Proof: The proof is by induction. By Corollary 1, as

is

which shows the induction basis. As for the induction step,
suppose the statement holds for some . In particular, since
by the assumption of the theorem, we have
for all sufficiently large . Then, by the
uniform convergence in Corollary 1 shown in Appendix F
is arbitrarily close to
for all sufficiently large . On the other hand, since
by the induction assumption, we have by the continuity in
at
(see Appendix A), that

of

and Lemma 3 becomes
goes to
Combining the three lemmas we thus have
(44)
just before (42), and
Recall the definition of the function
as
. Let be large enough so that
recall that
(45)
and let

.

, then
.
Lemma 4: If
Proof: Observe first that for and as above,
implies
, which by (44) implies
(46)
, and
. In
Consider now two cases,
implies
.
the first case, by the definition of ,
, and the lemma holds since
By (46), this implies
by assumption. In the second case, i.e.,
, the lemma holds since (46) and the nonnegativeness of
imply that
.
Corollary 2 (“Black Hole”): By induction, if
for some , then
for all
.
enters a
We conclude that for as in (45), if the sequence
-divergence neighborhood of
(i.e.,
),
it remains there. Furthermore, can be made arbitrarily small
by choosing sufficiently large.
To establish (42), it remains to be shown that for any valid iniand
, the sequence
enters this -neightialization
borhood for sufficiently large . This follows from two facts: 1)
of (31) (corresponding to ideal BA) converges
the sequence
by Theorem 5, so it must enter any
-neighborhood,
to
, within a finite number of, say,
steps; 2) any
arbitrarily approaches the
finite segment of the sequence
as
, as shown in Lemma 5
corresponding segment of

as
as

. Combining the two facts we obtain that
, which proves the induction step.

VI. DISCUSSION: ITERATIONS WITH INCREASING WORD
LENGTH
This paper originated from an attempt to prove that a lossy
version of the LZ78 algorithm [26] converges to the R-D bound,
following prior investigation by others [14]. More specifically,
we wanted to show that most of the leaves of a tree code,
grown over alphabet by successive -matches of strings from
will asymptotically be of type
. See [22]
and [23] for a more detailed description of the algorithm. This
.
convergence would imply that the coding rate goes to
So far, we have not found such a proof.
As an alternative line of attack, we proposed a type selection
model, where at each iteration the length of the words was incremented [22], [23]. Restating this model in terms of the param,
eters of the recursion in Section IV, the word length is
is the iteration index, and at
the iniwhere
tial types (i.e., all symbols of ) have a uniform distribution, i.e.,
. Since increases at each iteration, the model
defines a mechanism of inducing probabilities from types in
to types in
; types of different orders are connected in a
inherits its frequency
tree-like structure, and a type
, from the -matching probabilities of
in the codebook,
its parent types in the tree, i.e.,

where
, the “parent types” of , denotes the set (of size
) of types of order from which descends by adding one
symbol, and the probability above is measured with respect to
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-matching a source
with a database having type spectrum
(as defined in Appendix B).
Our proof of convergence of the type spectrum
as
in the above model is cumbersome, and limited to
. The convergence result in this paper, although requiring taking a double limit (on and ), is more insightful
and elegant.
The phenomena of natural type selection is a “Darwinian”
relative of the mechanism of “gold-washing,” proposed and analyzed by Zhang and Wei [24]. The gold-washing algorithm, a
fixed-rate universal lossy source-coding scheme, adapts to the
source by promoting frequently used codewords to higher position in a codebook list, while randomly generating new codewords. This algorithm is shown to converge to the distortion-rate
), by first taking the time (i.e.,
function (the inverse of
the encoding/adaptation process) to infinity, and then taking the
word length to infinity—paralleling the formulation of Theorem
6. The proof requires some technical conditions upon the disbe unique, although it is suspected
tortion measure, and that
that these conditions are unnecessary for convergence.
It would be interesting to further explore the relations between the (fixed-distortion/fixed-slope) natural type selection
model and the gold-washing algorithm, as well as other iterative universal lossy compression schemes [13], [10]. Extensions
to more general alphabets and distributions, and to “slidingwindow” string matching with a database are left for future
work. For example, replacing the marginal distribution in (28)
by the joint distribution of some subvector of the -matching
may allow to generalize the “selection” step of
codeword
the procedure above to sources and codebooks with memory.

PROPERTIES

AND

APPENDIX A
APPLICATION OF

AND

The quantity
is a convex function of , ,
is a convex function of and . This
and , while
follows from the convexity properties of the mutual information
and the divergence, the duality of and in the definition of
, and by the convexity of the minimization sets
and
in (6) and (12), respectively. Moreover,
in Proposition
from the “slope”-dependent form of
is a strictly
1 (in Section V) it follows directly that
convex function of . Similarly to the rate-distortion function,
both quantities are nonincreasing functions of , and due to convexity, they are continuous in the range of , , and for which
they are finite. For fixed and , both quantities are zero for

and are finite for some interval of ’s below
. By def, so both quantities
inition (10),
whenever
is finite (a
are bounded by
bound on mutual information). For strictly positive , and asfor at least one for each
suming satisfies (1) (i.e.,
),
is finite for all and
. The continuity of
the divergence implies also the continuity of the (unique) miniand
, with respect to
mizers in (10),
and whenever they exist. See [18] and [19] for further details.

Substituting
in the minimization defining
, we obtain the Koga–Arimoto bound
[9].
For
infinite for all
case

and the Hamming distortion,
and

For example, if

is
. Thus, in this

is uniform over

and consequently
corresponding to zero compression! See [21].
We next show an implication of the simple bound
. Recall an early result by Steinberg
and Gutman [16] considering approximate string matching of
with a database also drawn from . They show
a source
satisfying the
that for distortion measures
triangle inequality, the rate of such a coding scheme is at most
. Since the Steinberg–Gutman algorithm performs
nonoverlapped matching, it coincides for the memoryless
case with the setting of random codebook matching discussed
. Let
here, so its coding rate is given by
denote a transition distribution achieving
, and let
denote the backward distribution from to
induced
. Clearly, the output distribution of the channel
by
is . Furthermore, since the distortion
measure satisfies the triangle inequality, the average distortion
of this channel is at most . Thus by the definition of the
minimum mutual information
On the other hand, by the data-processing inequality
proving the Steinberg–Gutman theorem

APPENDIX B
CODEBOOK WITH TYPE SPECTRUM
In [22] and [23], we showed a slightly more general form of
.
Theorem 2 regarding a codebook with “type spectrum”
Assume that the codewords are drawn according to a weighting
over the types
, and a uniform distribufunction
.
tion within each type, i.e.,
the coding rate
Then, it follows from Theorem 1 that as
is given by

This formula specializes to Theorem 1 if the codebook contains
if
and zero otheronly one type (i.e.,
wise), and specializes to Theorem 2 if the codebook is gener, i.e.,
. Inated i.i.d.
,
terestingly, for a uniform type spectrum
, since
the coding rate coincides with the R-D function
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is polynomial in so the term
vanishes. This
fact is utilized in the universal coding scheme of [10].
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Proof: Let
Since

, so

.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 3
the bound

We will show that as
in prob.

implies that

and therefore

implies the
which by the strict convexity in of
term-wise convergence stated in the theorem. On the one hand
in prob.
follows from the result for the fixed-distortion version (Theorem 2), since choosing the specified distortion to be
guarantees
. The reverse direction follows
must have
from the fact that all the codewords prior to
higher distortion, implying the identity

for all

. Combining with

we have

which, by applying the inequality
implies

,

(47)
denotes the index of the first word that satisfies diswhere
denotes the (random) distortion of the word
tortion , and
).
selected by the -slope algorithm (i.e.,
This identity holds for any source string and codebook realization. The desired reverse inequality amounts to
in prob.
Now, the identity (47) implies

which, by Theorem 2, is with probability going to one greater
or equal to

for all

APPENDIX E
CONDITIONAL LIMIT THEOREM WITH VARYING CONDITION
Assume
and are independent i.i.d. vectors with generand , respectively. Let the sequence of
ating distribution
where
, converge to some , where
types
whenever
, and
For

which, by the definition of
to

in (15) is greater or equal

Since
is arbitrary, this proves the converse.
Note that we assumed above that Theorem 2 holds uniformly
in the distortion . Indeed, by combining (9) with the simple
bound
where

, we obtain as
(48)

for any

, uniformly in ,

. The lemma follows by substituting this bound in

let

denote a set of joint distributions on
and sufficiently large
for any

. We will show that

(49)
Thus, conditioning on the event that the joint type of
belongs to , the type of is with high probability close in the
as
. Since closeness in
divergence sense to
sense, this establishes (23)
divergence implies closeness in
in the proof of Theorem 4. In the next appendix, we further show
that (49) holds uniformly over all ’s which are bounded away
from zero.
To establish (49), first verify that

, and .
implying by (12) that

APPENDIX D
A UNIFORM BOUND ON DIVERGENCE DIFFERENCE

(50)

Lemma 6: Let be a distribution over a finite alphabet of
. Let
size with the smallest nonzero letter probability
, and be a distribution such that
. For
, if
, then
any ,

(51)
as
where

by the continuity of the divergence. Define
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is

Now suppose that the following partial derivatives are uniformly
bounded:

(52)
On the other hand, following [5, eq. (12.162)], for sufficiently
large

(57)

and the second equality follows from (12). Recall that
finite by assumption. Following [5, eq. (12.158)]

(53)
since for sufficiently large : 1) by (50) there is at least one
-type
in
such that
(54)
and 2) by (51)
(55)
It further follows from (53) that

above satisfies (54) for all
. As for
Then, the -type
(55), we can write
provided that the partial derivatives of
with respect
to nonzero components of are uniformly bounded for all
(58)
implies
.) Hence (54) and (55),
(Note that
and consequently (53) hold uniformly whenever (57) and (58)
hold.
The derivative in (57), taken with respect to some component
, is given by

since the probability of the intersection is less than or equal to
the probability of each event, implying by Bayes’ law and (52)
that

(59)

By the “Pythagorean” theorem
im(see [5, eq. (12.168)]). Moreover, by
plies
the divergence data processing inequality (which follows from
chain rule for divergence [5, Theorem 2.5.3])

of interest, the -marginal is zero if
.
For all
Thus, the argument of the logarithm above is upper-bounded
, where
is the lowest nonzero component
by
of . To lower-bound the logarithm argument, we note from
the ratio
(38) that for an optimal transition distribution
is lower-bounded by
where is
. It is easy to verify that under conthe slope
dition (1)

since
and
are the -marginals of
and
respectively. Hence (49) follows from (56) as desired.

(set
in (10)). Hence, by the convexity of
(see Appendix A), the slope is upper-bounded by

(56)
Now, define

as the (unique) minimizer

APPENDIX F
UNIFORM CONVERGENCE IN THEOREM 4 AND COROLLARY 1
We now examine the conditions for uniform convergence in
(49), which implies uniform convergence in Theorem 4 and in
Corollary 1. We will show uniform convergence over all codebook generation distributions which are bounded away from
zero, i.e.,

We have two inequalities, (52) and (53), that together establish
(49). The former is clearly uniform in , , and . The latter
requires to be “sufficiently large” for (54) and (55) to hold, and
this may depend on . We first examine (54). Observe that it is
with
possible to approximate a joint distribution
such that
an -type
for all
, and the average distortion does not increase, i.e.,
. For
we can obtain
by
rounding down all components of to the nearest multiple of
, and then, for each , successively rounding up compo,
associated with the lowest values of
nents
,
, until the desired constraint
is satisfied. For
must be a type and rounding
is unnecessary, so we will restrict our attention to positive ’s.

Thus, the ratio

in

at

is lower-bounded by
. Since we are only
-neighborhood of optimal
interested in the derivative at the
, and only for nonzero
points
(since if
rounding of
is not needed),
we see that

where the right-hand side is valid for
and
is the smallest nonzero component of . Thus, the
derivative (57) is uniformly absolutely upper-bounded for all
’s which are bounded away from zero.
We turn to the derivative in (58). In view of (12), we want
is absoto show that
lutely bounded for all which are bounded away from zero.
This follows easily from the fact, shown below, that the partial
is absolutely bounded for all
derivative
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and , if
. Specifically, the partial derivative
, is given by
with respect to some component

(60)
.
which is absolutely upper-bounded by
Hence we have shown that (57) and (58) hold uniformly for
all ’s which are bounded away from zero, and the assertion
follows.
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